
 

 

CASE STUDY: KAISER PERMANENTE 

Website Redesign 
Challenge 

Kaiser Permanente (KP) is America's leading nonprofit integrated health plan.  Their 180,600 employees 
and physicians serve more than 8.6 million people from 35 hospitals and 431 medical office buildings in 
nine states and the District of Columbia.  

TMP worked with KP in 2002 to develop their Careers Web site.  Since the launch of that site, the digital 
media space has evolved quite a bit, and by 2008 KP knew it was the right time to leverage new 
technology to make the site even better for both its employees and candidates searching for jobs. 

Solution 

TMP began the web development process by conducting discovery to identify the challenges with the 
current site and understand KP’s objectives and expectations for measuring success. We achieved this by 
conducting a recruiter survey, performing a Digital Footprint Audit and a Career Website Audit & Industry 
Standards Analysis.  

The target audience goals and success metrics were determined via target audience and employee focus 
groups.  This helped us to learn the required contents and features for the site, as well as where we could 
innovate.  

Because KP was implementing the Taleo applicant tracking system, we worked with Taleo as well as KP’s 
Internet Services Group to define the nature of our partnership with respect to the Careers site redesign 
project, and to discuss how best to work together moving forward. 

Once the discovery was complete, TMP developed and presented two concepts to show how the new site 
would operate and communicate the desired messaging. The final direction, titled Grow, merged the best 
features from both concepts and spoke to KP as a place for growth.   

To ensure that the Grow concept would resonate with both employees and candidates, TMP conducted 
concept testing with internal and external audiences. The testing was quite successful, and we worked in 
the small changes that were indicated based on the feedback of the groups.  

GROW speaks to: 

 A personal journey 

 Career goals being defined 

 Discovery—the site takes you on a journey / your career at KP is 
a journey 

 KP’s commitment to Total Health, environmental responsibility, 
and Healthy Workforce 

 Being the best you can be with the support of KP  

 The organic growth of your career, your future, KP as an 
organization 



 

 

With this new concept, TMP developed a new Careers Web site at jobs.kp.org that takes advantage of the 
latest web technologies in order to deliver the most relevant information to KP’s employees and candidates 
in the most efficient way possible. For example, the entire site is socially enabled to allow users of the site 
to share site information via a multitude of social networks.  TMP also developed a mobile career site for 
KP that is optimized for viewing with mobile devices, with plans to add a mobile job search in the near 
future. 

Tactics 

When building the site, TMP utilized existing KP imagery instead of sourcing images to save the 
organization money.  We worked with Mad Dash E-Media, a leading national Electronic Media Productions 
company, to develop more than 30 videos of employees across the Kaiser Permanente regions.  

In addition to employee videos, content areas in the site include:  

Location Finder – with 300 facilities in nine states and D.C., it was important for candidates to be able to 
first understand KP’s geographic scope and gain insight into each facilities services. This feature—present 
throughout the site—leverages Google Maps technology and is prominently displayed on every page.  
When users enter their ZIP code, they are brought to a page with a map of KP locations which link to 
detailed overviews of the facilities and the career opportunities and events associated with each location. 
It’s another way to get candidates to jobs quickly and in a way that is intuitive to them.  

Career Areas – this section shows the breadth of the career opportunities at KP, i.e. they are not just 
offering healthcare positions – they have many opportunities in IT, accounting, sales, etc. Each of the 23 
career area subsections, includes an overview, relevant events, and relevant career videos. 

Events – KP recruiters can list events in this section. Candidates can register online and be reminded of 
the event as it approaches. Recruiters can use this sign-up functionality to pre-screen candidates before 
they attend the event. 

Search – this section directs users to a section for employees, or for external candidates. Because some 
opportunities are only available to internal candidates, KP employees are given access to the jobs only 
available to them in this section. 

Results 

Metrics show that the site is receiving more visitors, more unique visitors, has greater search visibility, and 
an increase in the amount of time spent on the site.  

Before the site launched, the metrics showed the following for 2009: 

 2009 average number of visitors per month: 439,112 

 2009 average number of unique visitors per month: 296,578 

 2009 average time on site: 4:36 
 
In March 2010, these metrics rose to: 

 March number of visitors: 606,958 

 March number of unique visitors: 321,435 

 March average time on site: 5:45 
 
KP recruiters have given TMP very positive feedback, and they are, in turn, receiving positive feedback 
from internal users, interested parties, and candidates regarding the site’s ease of use, innovation, and just 
general excitement. Ongoing upgrades and enhancements are planned throughout 2010, and we are 
excited to continue to streamline and enhance the user experience.  
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